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Abstract.
Suppose R is the set of real numbers and M is the set of nonnegative real numbers, each of G and F is a function from R x R to N. All integrals considered are of the subdivision-refinement type. This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for j jj F=Sb G. A necessary and sufficient condition for J"£ G2=0 is also given.
Suppose R is the set of real numbers and N is the set of nonnegative real numbers. All functions considered are from R x R to N, all integrals (sum and product) are of the subdivision-refinement type, and definitions of these integrals as well as other terms or symbols used may be found in [2] or [4] . This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the integral of one function to be equivalent to the integral of some other function.
For later use we record the following two theorems. exists, and in this case Ja G = lnriaO+G).
We now prove the following result concerning product integrals. (1) The sum integrals J¡¡ £ and Ja G exist and are equal, and the sum integrals Ja £2 and Ja G2 exist and are 0.
(2) The product integrals flaO +-f?) ar]d FlaO +G) exist and are equal, and the product integrals fX'iG +E2) and YYá(\ +G2) exist and are 1.
Proof, (a) Suppose statement (1) is true.
It follows from Theorem 5 that the product integrals YlaO+F), ]~[a(l+G) exist and that
In n«(l + F) = f F = Í G = In ria(l + G).
Ja Ja ThuS,na(l+í")=na(l+G).
Since pa F2 and $ba G2 exist and are 0, it follows that J-* F4 and f* G4 also exist and are 0. We have again from Theorem 5 that TJba(l+F2), F]a(l+G2) exist and that
In n*d + F') = [f2 = 0 = f G2 = In YÙX + G2)-Ja Ja
Thus, ria(l+F2) = na(l+G2)=l.
Therefore, statement (2) We have shown that the sum integral J0 (W{2) -1) exists and is 0. We then have as in the preceding paragraph that the sum integral jb G2 exists and equals Jo(iy<2)-l)=0. We have in a similar manner that the sum integral J" £ exists and that jl F2 exists and is 0. 
